Introduction a.
World historian had noted that medieval era was an extraordinary dark period in relation with human existence. This idea was actually a clergy thought: an emerging thought from west civilization and centralized on merely west civilization history. It was indeed, medieval era was the dark century for Europe, but it was not meant that the darkness fall down in worldwide. In fact, on that time, it was Islamic civilization was in the peak of glory.
George Sarton mentioned an amount of matchless great moslem scientists on that periode, like Jabir Ibnu Hayyan, al-Kindi, al-Khawarizmi, al-Farghani, ar-Razi, Tsabit Ibn Qurrah, al-Battani, al-Farabi, Ibrahim Ibn Sinan, al-Mas'udi, at-Tabari, Abu al-Wafa, Ali Ibn Abbas, Abu alQasim, Ibn al-Jazzar, al-Biruni, Ibn Sina, Ibn Yunus, al-Kashi, Indonesian Islamic Civilization in Internet Era: Ibn al-Haitsam, Ali Ibn Isa al-Ghazali, Umar Kayam.
1 Even Pervey Hoodbhoy argued that, "If one said to you that in Medieval was purely sterilized from scientific activities, then quote the abovementioned names. Know that they are alive and worked in a very short period from 750 to 1100 M." 2 The bright traces of Islamic civilization was also found in Indonesia. Islamic civilization in the archipelago could not separated from the entrance history and the development of Islam in varied regions which are stated in varied theories. It had been started from thousands years, since the religion taught by Prophet Muhammad saw. entered and introduced in some of Indonesian territories.
In the entering and development process of Islam in archipelago, there was interaction between Islam and local civilizations. Civilization is the results of human thought and creativity. Koentjaraningrat stated that civilization is the entire systems, ideas, actions and results of human creation in humanly living as human property derived through learning process.
3 Furthermore, civilization formed a behavior pattern sent through social, arts, religion, institution and all sectors of life which are the results of thoughts by some people.
By Muslims' creativity, the religion brought by Prophet Muhammad can develop, add more color and to eb the breath of varied local civilizations in many territories of the archipelago. The civilization was then conceived as all forms of civilizations which became holistic part and could not be separated from human life, both in physically or non physically.
That civilization or civilization, inherently in Islamic principles system, is the taught of civilization and civilization in which teach human to be civilized and civilizationd according to Allah's will who teach human about goodness values. In other words, Islam civilization is the value order from where the basics located by Allah, embodied by Rasulullah, and preserved by the people.
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In field standpoints, Islamic values enters, inspires or even draws the local way of living and civilization to be a more enriched new or renewed civilization. Islamic values is also filter the civilization for the accordance with religion principles so that it made Islam civilization in Indonesia increasingly developed. It was, for example, by the emerged and glorious of Islam kingdoms, the born of many monumental classic yellow books from Islam prominent figures in archipelago, or when the growth and development of religion educational and Islamic religious institutions like Madrasah and Boarding Schools as the model of first community-based education institutions in archipelago.
Or in more simple form, Islam civilization was marked from the way Moslem dressing, to be translated in interhuman relational order, or in the Islamic management of family living. Islamic entire living system which based on Allah and His Rasul taughts are the inseparable part of Islamic civilization.
As a religion, Islam covers the natures of empirical (almadaniyyah) and also as a civilization (al-h} ad} a> rah).
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Islam historically had served its own civilization in form of varied performance in law (al-qa> nu> n), politic, urbanity (al-'ima> rah), economy, social living, phylosophy, technologi be dynamically conceived and can made to be the guidance throughout the ages in all respects. 8 Islam is plurally acknowledged both as a religion and also civilization, 9 because Islam is not only a religion, but it is a creator and living spirit for a world great civilization which the history widely spreaded more than 14 centuries. As a religion, Islam obliged people with aqidah concept which become the principle in daily life. Then, Islam also provides guidance for human for mu'amalah in wider context so that there born civilization construction in human life.
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Islamic civilization in Indonesia can not be separated from the history of Islam entrance in archipelago. Some of theories pointed out differently about the history of Islam entrance in Indonesia. One of the theory stated that the dissemination was in 13 th century, departed from Gujarat, and the actors were Indian merchants who had converted to Islam.
11 Then there was also a theory stated the dissemination time was in 7 th century, with differed teaching origination in two notion, which are from Gujarat and Middle East (Egypt/Makkah), and the actor was Moslem merchants from Arab. And the last theory stated that Islam was from Persia in about 13 th century. One of the initiator of Persian theory was PA. Hoesin Djajadiningrat, who stated that Islam in Indonesia came from Persia, transit at Gujarat and introduced to archipelago. Harapan", Akademika, Vol. 20, No. 1, Januari-Juni 2015, p. 191. and the challenges of Islamic internal education itself. It's been a long period for Islamic thinker figures in Indonesia are restless by the worse imbalance between the amount of Islam majority and their life quality. Of the imbalance, the position of the majority is in low quality, became the burden of Islam as religion which requires to develop good, qualified civilization on the earth. 16 The lag of Islamic education which is so that influencing on the community, termed by Ahmad Syafii Maarif as quality impaired is not only resulted from the high of Islam education institution with low management quality. About the curriculum, means and infrastructure equipment, conscious delay to manage Islam education, orientation on Islam education management and also varied reality constrained on educational development is also faced by Islamic education field in Indonesia. In fact, by recent technology improvement, it can provide a chance for Islam education in Indonesia to implement varied innovation so it can developed, qualified and become a reference for other educational sector.
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It can be factually observed that Islam religion is a religion closely related with science. Al-Qur'an verses can take people to meet with varied science theories presently developed.
18 Evenmore, Islam obliged people to read, to think and to act other things related with education and science. The Prophet saw. in some hadits showed the obligation to learn science for Moslem, which must be pursued in lifetime, although the knowledge is in other part of the world. Al-Qur'an taught to Moslem to put the understanding on a verse based on two things: think and z\ ikr. In sit, stand, lay down or in any kind of situation, they shall keep try to understand kauniyah verses in universe, until they obtain integrated conclusion that kauniyah verses are the evidence of "truth" such taught by qauliyah verses.
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Such matters strengthen the fact that education is the part to be accounted deeply by Moslem in Indonesia for Islam civilization had no tendencies to stagnant or even decrement. Islam education shall be able to play the roles in improving science quality so that it can reassure the believer that Islam teaching is a principles to be implemented and even required to guide their life along all periods. Education and science is very important to avoid a perception in modern era that religion is not required for modern people because it conversely stood with the improvement.
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Without good and appropriate education, Moslem will not use al-Qur'an in fully meaning as the complete source of guidance for their life. If it continually occured, Moslem can no longer became a model, and Islam civilization will be eroded. The opinion and policies which separating religion and science must be removed from Moslem live in Indonesia. Improving Islamic education quality is an obligation to be conducted. But in other hand, it is constrained because there is still education dichotomy based on Western orientation and religion education.
From formal side of Islamic education improvement effort, it is challenged, then the intellectuals and Islam prominent figures in Indonesia must put some more effort for Islam education in informal side, like to use internet Indonesian Islamic Civilization in Internet Era: which presently widely used from which covered in varied social living sectors. The use of internet in globalization era is a obligatory implementation to be applied in daily life of an individual, and became a necessity to push quality improvement of Islam education to maintain Islam civilization in Indonesia.
Globalization and Internet 2.
Globalization had brought its imfluence for all social living in Indonesia, including in religion sector. Globalization even had changed human daily life, and simultaneously, globalization created a new transnational system and power.
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It can be observed in the influence of globalization in Indonesia, like the dependencies of people to use goods and services imported from other countries, or in lower level, trends in fashion or behavior with more character on more consumptive, hedonism and dependencies on west civilizations.
Globalization era had made the world became one or in Thomas Friedman words-a columnist in New York Timescalled the world is flat. Globalization flow had made all parts of the world are connected so that according to Anthony Giddens, dinstinction had became avoidable in entire part of the world. Each nation had prepared to accept or refuse civilizations and values which are inaccordance with their own civilizations.
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Globalization and information technology are two unseparated things. The unification of many part of the world to be one "sheet" is occurred due to information 21 technology which allowed all part of the world to be interconnected. Globalization is identified by the communication, information and transportation technology improvement so that it produces transformation in human civilization and civilization. Globalization is also related with term modernization and modernism which connected with the change of mindset, science and technology improvement and also cultural transition from the old to the new one.
Marshal McLuhan argued that information technology, which one of them formed as internet, had caused the world to be "global vilage" where internet had made possible for people to access varied kinds of civilization from other parts of the world, anytime and anywhere. 23 McLuhan noted that community who live in varied part of the world started to immitate some values, mindset and beliefs from other community in other part of the world.
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In Indonesia, internet had played an important role since Orde Baru regime started to implement internet infrastructure development in about mid 1990s. Since then, internet widely spreaded in varied life sector, including economy, government until public sector. In the development, internet then became a new media to transport and express freedom. The amount of internet user in Indonesia presently had amounted of about 130 million people.
The improvement of information technology through internet use in several recent years had push the establishment of new media. Term new media is used to represent the existence of social media epidemically spread in community, Indonesian Islamic Civilization in Internet Era:
like Facebook, Twitter, Path, Instagram, Line, and varied other social networks. The existence of new media is slowly shift the existing conventional media, the term for old media like newspaper, magazine, television, or radio.
New media is then became one of necessity in social life, including in Indonesia. It can be easily observed in all ages level who interestedly drawn into their smartphones to access varied information through the new media. And unfortunately, the disseminated information frequently those which are inappropriate with Islam values, so that the existence of new media became a distinct threat for the effort of Islam principles internalization conducted to strengthen Islam civilization in Indonesia.
It such like facebook social network, will be easily access to find information about events or even religion principles which shall be confirmed on its truth by Facebook users. But in fact, it seldom conducted because most of Facebook users are directly convinced on such information disseminated in their social network, so that unconsciously, the erasure process of Islam civilization is unavoidably became ongoing event in Moslem community.
Even more frequently there publicated in mass media about fraudulent victims committed through Facebook and other social networks. Or about those who are trapped in heresy and got lost due to interaction through the new media. All of those provided examples of negative impact of intenet use as the derivative of information technology improvement and globalization era.
To name some of the many, through intenet, Moslem can access varied religious information or about the Islamic principles themselves. However, due to relied on information from the internet, it can be the religious principles are not in accordance with the pure Islamic principles or those taught through national educational syste. Many publication in some mass meddia in recent years showed the consequences of direct interaction with intenet by which then rise out wrong interpretation on Islamic principles, or in wider form, there will emerge thaught which prosecute Islam principle truth taught and followed by the community during these times.
When using the internet, one can also in accessing the internet content on Islam religion. But on the same time, one can also create internet content by disseminate information read by them. In this context, internet is the informationdisseminating media, and the internet contents are also at once as the information-disseminatiing media as well. The strength is high to determine what to be believed by the internet user about the good or the bad of something, including in its relation with Islam civilization in Indonesia.
Nevertheless, the existence of internet is actually able to be utilized in pushing internalization effort of Islam principles to Moslem who use the media. By the wide coverage and ease accessibility, the new media can be located to disseminate Islam principles and other diversed matters to preserve Islam civilizations.
If related with internet user in Indonesia who use social network to share information, the amount of user behavior is expected to reach 129,3 million. The amount had became a high potential for Moslem intellectual or Islam organization to implement any steps to preserve Islam civilization. Social network as new media has its own strength, weakness, opportunity and threats if to be used in structured, systematic and massive way in preserving Islam civilization in Indonesia and even to develop it to the end of the time.
It supported by the increasing Islamic spirit in Moslem in Indonesia, like the increasing amounts of majelis taklim, the developing Islamic fashion and syar'i, and the growth Indonesian Islamic Civilization in Internet Era:
of syari'ah economy. Additionally, it also observed the more Islam organization established, the euphoria of Islamic recital, or the habit to say Islamic greet in daily life. 25 For correct use purpose, it must be analyzed on strength, weakness, opportunity and threats faced on internet in terms of Islam civilization existence preservation in Indonesia.
sWot analysis: Internet Use to Preserve Islam 3. civilization in Indonesia
Islam is a religion and also as a civilization. Therefore, the decreasing religious life quality in Moslem is also a quality decrement in Indonesia. Religious life will be good if Moslem has sufficient knowledge on Islam principles as a teaching which providing all guidance on varied life requirements for Moslem in all aspects.
Therefore, to preserve Islam civilization in Indonesia can be strived by disseminating the Islamic knowledge and science to those to be conceived and implemented. The dissemination is one of the possible way to be conducted through internet network and varied media connected in the network. strenght a.
The massive use of internet by Indonesian community is derived from the results of survey by Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia (APJII) in 2016 showed that not less than 132,7 million Indonesian people are intenet user. 47,5 percent females, where of 86,3 million internet users are in Java island, or reaching of 65 percent of all internet user in Indonesia.
Internet is able to unify hundreds million of users in one interconnected network. If an information is disseminated through internet, then it has potential to be read by at least 132,7 million internet users in Indonesia. Or if assumed that the internet users who are Moslem of 70 percent of the amounts, then we can imagine the disaster if the information disseminated is the information aimed to weaken Islam civilization in Indonesia.
One of internet primary strength is the ability to disseminate information in short period but in very wide coverage by which shall be utilized to disseminate Islam principles or in form of Islam wider education. Anything in internet are able to reach those in global coverage, can be accessed internationally and provide influences on public behavior.
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The internet strength is supported by the mobile characteristic so that it can be accessed anywhere and anytime. The mobile character facilitates the movement in media use so that it can minimalize the constraints with static and physic natures. Internet, which presently tend to use wireless and virtual technologies, is able to remove restrictions owned by other conventional information-disseminating medias.
If Islam principles is widely spreaded continually through intenet, then it will provide distinct strength to persuade the community to comprehend the principles. Internet had made possible for the user to participate in disseminate anything, including Islam principles so that it will then produce multiplier effect in form of information Indonesian Islamic Civilization in Internet Era: sharing in parallel and continual way. In turn, people who initially has not access Islam teaching will be pushed to access it or obtain certain understanding on Islamic teaching from others who previously had accessed in the internet.
The mobile nature had made possible for Moslem to access Islamic teaching anywhere anytime, as long as the internet coverage is available and the person has will and interest to access it. Religious speech material sharing can be conducted without the use of physical material or in form of face to face lecture with community of majelis taklim, but it
The interpretation on message has several influencing factors. 28 The factors are: (1) the person who interpret so that the interpretation on a message can be diversed among one and the others, and also involving meaning alteration by the interactant in communication, which can made the interpretation on one message can be differed on the same message but in different time; (2) context factor which related with the message so that the same message can be differently interpreted due to contextual difference on interpretation time; and also (3) rules factor in relation with the interpretation of message, where the arranged message is strictly ordered under the rules so that the interpretation is also involving the prevailing rules in a specific social situation. Results of a research showed that face to face intraction has greater influence if compared with virtual interaction on the understanding of information being shared by each participants involved in the research. 29 Other weakness is the possibility to be attacked by hacker. Security system software in internet network frequently insufficient to prevent hacker to disrupt the internet contents, so that it is frequently occured the alteration of internet contents committed by the hacker. Such condition is certainly risky if conducted on contents containing Islamic principles and will incur distinct problems. opportunity c.
Science and technology improvement had made possible for internet working system to be more facilitative on the acceptance of Islamic principles sharing to public. From the two verses, at least we can observed that Moslem must take some account on what they're doing in the relation with the implication accepted in the future. For them can consider what things to be done and things to be obtained, it included in consideration when they're arrange planning, where a plan will be consider the steps to be implemented, the objective to be reached, alternative methods to be applied in case of barriers found and other diversed consideration.
Then Allah swt. is also ask to Moslem not to do anything they're not understand on. The planning is basically the form of effort to know things to be done and things to be reached on the implementation. It means that Islam teaches to Moslem to arrange plan on varied aspects.
There are varied planning model for communication strategy. Any strategy in use, there must be confirmed on one which in accordance with primary objective, which is to re-affirm Islam civilization in Indonesia. It means we have to find the most precise communication strategic planning model for the appropriateness with Indonesian characteristics. If all planning stages had implemented consistently, then it will be possible for Islam civilization in Indonesia will be come into glorious moments, at least in level of Islamic values implementation by Moslem In Indonesia.
conclusion c.
Islam is a religion and also a civilization because it provides complete guidance for human life order. History had noted many of Islamic civilization glory in the past in varied parts of the world, including in Indonesia. However, along with times, the glory started to faded due to the principles are left behind by its own community. One of the cause is the flow of West civilization brought by information technology improvement in form of internet. Despite it made Moslem immitate West civilization which inappropriate with those taught in Islam, it is in fact can be used to reinforce Islam civilization in Indonesia. With all of its strength, weakness, opportunity and threats on the internet, combined with precise communication strategic planning, then it is not impossible for the internalization of Islam principles on the believers can be implemented in structured and massive way. Such condition will push the improvement of Islam teaching comprehension, the implementation of Islam principles in daily life and made Islam civilization in Indonesia finds back the glorious moment.
